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Doing more with less remains a major pain point 
and the latest research suggests one reason why: 
Meetings overall are expected to grow, with virtual 
meetings to develop at twice the rate of face-to-face 
meetings, but budgets aren’t keeping pace.
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Rising costs and varied reces-
sion impacts show differing 
strategies across the globe, 

while savvy planners are ensuring 
quality content and promotion of in-
creasingly critical virtual meetings.

When Patricia F. Zollman, CMP, CMM, recently orga-
nized a roughly 100-meeting road show for a tech 
firm, the client turned to an increasingly common way 
to save money: budget cuts.
 “Instead of saying, ‘Last year there were 40 peo-
ple coming to each of these programs,’ and figuring 
the budget based on 40, [the client is] now figuring 
their budget based on 20, [despite an anticipated  
attendance of 40],” says Zollman (MPI Arizona Sunbelt 
Chapter), senior director of global accounts at Helms-
Briscoe in Buckeye, Ariz. “That’s a big change.”
 The client is seeking to spend 50 percent less than 
the previous year but wants the same outcome. They’re 
also opting for lower-end hotels within a brand they’ve 
used before.
 As meeting and event professionals worldwide are 
being asked to do more with less, situations such as 
this are becoming increasingly common. 
 The pressures meeting professionals face also  
reflect conditions in their regional economies. Eco-
nomic conditions are improving in the U.S. market, but 
many meeting professionals are still feeling the linger-
ing effects of the long recession in their business. 
 “It is flat,” says Terri M. Utecht, CMP (MPI Rocky 
Mountain Chapter), whose Denver-based firm, Utecht 
Diversified Event Resource, caters to pharmaceutical 
clients. “Even in the corporate world where things 
are starting to loosen up, they are looking at things 
very cautiously. Attendance remains pretty consistent  

By Elaine Pofeldt

without a lot of increase. You might see a change of play-
ers or a change of departments, but total attendance is re-
maining about the same.”
 Against this backdrop Utecht has noticed many groups 
shrinking the scale of meetings and skipping entertain-
ment extras.
 “They’re more apt to now do smaller programs and fo-
cus on content,” she says. “It has to be accountable.”
 Timothy Neill, vice president of education for the MPI 
Oregon Chapter and sales manager at AV 
Rental Services, a division of henry V, says his 
clients are also pinched.
 “As far as doing more with less, it seems 
like we’ve all been doing that for nearly a  
decade,” says Neill, whose firm’s rentals 
range from projectors to tractor-trailers.

DOING 
MORE 
WITH 
LESS 

To overcome this challenge, 
here’s how meeting professionals 

are strategically and creatively 
managing time and money.

More focus on 
meeting design

13%
Holding more local/
regional meetings 
to reduce travel 22%

Compressing 
more meetings
into less time

9%
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Interactive 
Industry Education
It’s not easy for busy meeting profes-
sionals to find the best educational 
content and latest trends on the web. A 
fast-growing online learning destina-
tion, Bob.tv—short for Best of Business 
TV—aims to address that challenge, 
with major industry associations such 
as MPI now teaming up in building out 
a channel for them (http://events.bob.
tv). The events side of Bob.tv features 
videos from live meetings on trending 
topics such as designing an experience, 
harvesting insights from data and ac-
commodating special dietary needs. 
 “The industry professional is time-
starved to begin with,” says Tony Lorenz, 
CMM (MPI Chicago Area Chapter), the 
co-founder and CEO of bXb Group LLC, 
the company that launched Bob.tv.  
“No one was pulling it together in  
one place.”
 Launched in 2013, Bob.tv also 
includes partners such as The Center for 
Association Leadership, PCMA and the 
International Association of Exhibits and 
Events. The Dallas Convention & Visitors 
Bureau was also an early supporter. 
 “All of the major meeting and event 

industry associations are involved 
in this initiative,” Lorenz says. “The 

cooperation across associations 
is the right thing. For that 

reason they embraced  
the new business.”

 There is no adver-
tising on the site, 

he says, it exists 
solely for the 

benefit of 
meeting 
and event 

professionals.
 The site is 

not gated and 
requires only a name 

and password. The 
idea is to make content 

easily available to industry 
professionals who 
may otherwise be 
missing out. 

13%
Using more 
technology

Seeking more 
innovative 
suppliers

9%
More 
outsourcing

The clienT is 
seeking To spend 
50 percenT less 

Than The previous 
year buT wanTs 
The same ouT-
come. They’re 

also opTing for 
lower-end 

hoTels wiThin a 
brand They’ve 
used before.

paTricia F.  
Zollman, cmp, cmm
MPI Arizona Sunbelt Chapter
Senior director of global accounts at HelmsBriscoeMore focus on 

meeting design

10%
Using more 
lower-cost suppliers

11%

9%
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 The picture varies throughout Europe where the recession 
hit some countries harder than others.
 “The economic recession is deeper here than in other EU 
countries, except, of course, southern Europe,” says Juhapekka 
Koppanen, project director at event marketing agency Lataa-
mo Oy and president of the MPI Finland Chapter. “Because of 
the recession, for some of our customers, the budget has been 
lower during the last two years. Happily, there are some exam-
ples in which the corporations can see the value and output of 
events when we are doing event marketing in the right way. 
They have increased budgets and activities.”
 Planners face rising costs for everything—transportation, 
AV, room nights, meeting rooms, F&B, etc.—as suppliers try to 
regain some of the losses experienced over the past few years 
at all levels. While budgets have increased somewhat, they 
generally have not risen to the level where they can support 
more meetings, larger meetings and increases in costs on all 
fronts. In the U.S., one recent challenge is the growing lack  
of availability of venues and lodging and resulting price  
increases.
 HelmsBriscoe’s Zollman has noticed more association cli-
ents trying to offset rising costs by bringing in more sponsor-
ships and trying to increase the number of exhibitors.
 “They don’t want to be charging the attendees a whole lot 
more money, but they know they need to be able to pay addi-
tional bills,” she says. “Prices have gone up.”

 While uncertain economies have begun to stabilize in the EU and 
budgets have gradually begun to recover, conditions in the Europe-
an meeting and event market lag behind the U.S., even with positive 
growth projected in attendance and budget levels in the EU.
 “In Italy, particularly due to the credit crunch and economic cri-
sis, companies are giving a lot of attention to reducing costs relat-
ed to travel and events, but it doesn’t mean people and companies 
don’t want to invest anymore,” says Maria Rosaria Broggi, vice pres-
ident of communications for the MPI Italia Chapter and owner of 
an eponymous small business that finds venues for cultural events. 
“They just want to be sure the investment they are going to make is 
well-rewarded in terms of ROI.”
 Antonio Hermosilla (MPI Spain Chapter), CEO of GP Destination 
Management in Barcelona, a five-employee firm, has faced more 
draconian trends among clients in certain industries, reflecting 
tough economic conditions in the country.
 “We are finding that in IT and pharmaceutical companies partic-
ularly, it’s the procurement departments that are heavily involved 
in the final decisions,” he says. “They are not necessarily evaluating 
the importance of the delegate experience or the content. They are 
really just going for value for their dollar.”
 That has led to very tight budgets. 
 “We have found we are sometimes [facing] rates and budgets 
similar to 3 or 4 years ago—frozen,” Hermosilla says. “There has 
been a decrease in the amount of money available to put through 
the meeting.”

MEETINGS ACTIVITY
THe DIffereNces IN acTIvITy acrOss INDusTry seGmeNTs aND  
cONTINeNTs REpRESENTS SIMIlARITIES buT alsO STARk CONTRASTS.

ACTIVITY 
inCREASE   US  EU
Domestic Association 19% 7%
International Association 9% 18%
domestic Corporate 52% 22%
International Corporate 14% 39%
Government 3% 10%

ACTIVITY
dECREASE US  EU 
Domestic Association 19% 18%
International Association 6% 8% 
Domestic Corporate 6% 23%
International Corporate 11% 18%
Government 54% 25%

US Government 
Meeting Activity 

change

3%

54%

US Corporate 
Meeting Activity 

change

52%

6%
% of respondents
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 At one recent event, a world congress on mobile phones in which 
his firm was involved in March, he says, there was a 30 percent reduc-
tion in the number of a client’s employees attending about a month 
and a half before. 
 “It had repercussions on the volume of their rooms, everything,” 
Hermosilla says. “They said it was the way it had to go. There was no 
negotiating or discussion about it. It was a take-it-or-leave-it decision.”
 There is not much alternative for small businesses like his other 
than to negotiate with suppliers.
 “Margins have been reduced enormously,” he says. “Sometimes it is 
very difficult to live with. We don’t have much choice.”
 U.S. meeting and event professionals have dealt with shorter lead 
times for the past two years, but until recently EU professionals have 
not faced as many last-min-
ute requests. With the EU 
market still experiencing 
significant budget cutting, 
organizations are hesitat-
ing to make commitments 
early and are planning 
meetings later than in the 
past to minimize risk.

23%
59%

respondents 
predict a budget 
increase.

respondents 
predict no change
in budget.

respondents 
predict a budget 
decrease.

HOW’S 
BUSINESS? 

THe aNTIcIpaTeD OVERAll BUDGET INCREASE 
Of 2.1% Is up Over THaT repOrTeD  

lasT quarTer (0.77%).

18%

 36%
respondents 
predict no change 
in budget.

respondents 
predict a budget 
increase.

52%
respondents 
predict a budget 
decrease.

13%

US
BUdGEt oUtLooK

EU
BUdGEt oUtLooK

While budgets have increased somewhat, they 
generally have not risen to the level where they 
can support more meetings, larger meetings  
and increases in costs on all fronts. 

EU
GRoWtH PRojECtionS

US
GRoWtH PRojECtionS

>10% 
 growth

4%
respondents agree 

<10% 
 growth

48%
respondents agree 

>10% 
 growth

5%
respondents agree 

<10% 
 growth

56%
respondents agree 

flat36%
respondents agree 

flat23%
respondents agree 
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 Generally speaking, virtual attendance is projected to grow at twice the rate of live 
attendance, according to the survey. The rise in importance is the biggest change in how 
meetings are run since the introduction of PowerPoint.
      Major changes in the way that meeting and event professionals work are under way. 
Attendees’ expectations will likely change, given the more interactive options that virtual 
and hybrid meetings allow. Meeting professionals will need to adapt content formats and 
pricing models. At the same time, there will be many new opportunities for forward-look-

ing companies to profit from the changes. The 
industry will see more demand for hybrid and 
virtual technology, greater demand for skilled 
hires, more demand for education, increased 
need for hardware and software and other 
changes. Venues will need to change how they 
are designed and equipped, as meeting profes-
sionals place higher priority on bandwidth.
 But while virtual and hybrid meetings are 
picking up steam, many meeting profession-
als say their clients are not jumping on board  
quickly.
 “The one client that has really embraced 
the hybrid meeting is Adidas. They do a virtual 
meeting every other quarter,” Neill says. “Most 
of our clients have not embraced it yet.”

Adapting 
Meeting Design 
Given the nature of the career, emer-
gency room physicians tend to be 
pressed for time. To make it easier for 
them to keep their skills current, the 
American College of Emergency Physi-
cians (ACEP), a professional association 
in Irving, Texas, that partners with the 
Dallas Convention & Visitors Bureau, 
has gradually changed the design of 
its meetings. Rather than stick with 
the one-hour or two-hour sessions of 
the past, the 33,000-member associ-
ation has been phasing in 30-minute 
sessions, instead. 
 “You get better satisfaction from 
the attendees,” says Robert Heard, CAE, 
associate executive director of the 
membership and education division 
at ACEP, noting that research on adult 
learning supports the value of shorter, 
more intense immersion in a subject. 
“People feel like they took in more when 
we condense their education to be 
what is most salient and important.” 
 That is just one way the association is 
trying to bring more value to members 
who attend its meetings. Embracing 
the trend toward virtual gatherings, 
the association has started to produce 
a companion virtual meeting for every 
face-to-face one it offers. 
 Despite fears in the meeting industry 
that virtual meetings might cannibalize 
live events, Heard says that the case has 
been the opposite at the association.
 “It’s extended our reach, extended 
our revenue,” he says. “The majority of 
people that are purchasing the virtual 
meetings are attendees at the live meet-
ing. They can re-watch the session they 
are interested in.” 
 It also allows them to watch sessions 
that overlapped with others.
 “If it’s a multi-track meeting, there’s 
no way they could attend all the ses-
sions,” he says. 
 To make meetings more interactive, 
the association is also integrating social 
streaming.
 “It’s not just integrating the Twitter 
feed,” Heard says. “There is real-time 
rating of the sessions and the speakers.”
 ACEP has also tried posting videos 
and pictures during events.
 “That has created a whole other level  
of engagement,” Heard says. 

ATTENDANCE pROJECTIONS
THe aNTIcIpaTeD GROWTH IN VIRTUAl ATTENDANCE 
Of 3.9% Over THe NeXT year Is almOsT TWIce THaT 
Of lIve aTTeNDaNce (2%).

LIVE
AttEndAnCE

Virtual attendance 
is projected to grow 
at twice the rate of 
live attendance. The 
rise in importance is 
the biggest change 
in how meetings 
are run since the 
introduction of 
PowerPoint.

VIRTUAL
AttEndAnCE

fAVoRAbLE 
53%
respondents 
agree

fLAT
33%
respondents 
agree

NEGATIVE
14%
respondents 
agree

fAVoRAbLE 
68%
respondents 
agree

fLAT
26%
respondents 
agree

NEGATIVE
6%
respondents 
agree
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Planning a successful meeting is one BIG job. That’s why Dallas has a staff 
designed to help you with every part of the process — finding the best venue 
the right transportation or that perfect hotel. And when everything’s all said 
and done, you’ll find plenty of ways to have a moment all to yourself.

Make any event easy at VisitDallas.com/Meetings.
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 The availability of good Wi-Fi connections in a region, of course, 
affects whether meeting organizers are willing to try hybrid or vir-
tual meetings. Respondents indicate there is a greater problem in 
the U.S. than in the EU when it comes to a lack of reliability and per-

ceptions of excessive pricing. In the EU, for instance, it’s easier to 
get free Wi-Fi and access to high-speed connections.

      “This is the first year I’ve had a lot of requests for live 
meetings,” says Kelly Kucera, sales and marketing manager 

at Image Audiovisuals in Denver and director of industry 
relations for the MPI Rocky Mountain Chapter. The company 

uses Livestream to create events that offer a lot of interactivity 
via social media.

      In Finland, hybrid meetings are catching on, accord-
ing to Koppanen, though they are far from ubiquitous.
      “We are doing hybrid meetings more and more all 
the time, but it’s only probably in 5 percent of our 

events or meetings nowa-
days,” he says.
 However, adoption of 

hybrid meetings varies by 
country. Hermosilla is see-

ing more virtual and hybrid 
meetings in Spain, but growth 

remains slow.
 “Spain is always lagging be-
hind what goes on in the U.S.,” he 

says. “It’s the cultural accep-
tance. Connectivity is not 

an issue.”

      Meeting professionals know that designing meetings to make the 
most of virtual and hybrid options will be essential to success. The key 
to running virtual meetings is great content, according to Neill.
      “We’ve all seen web conferences so boring [they’re] painful to 
watch,” he says. “You have to have engaging content and work on the 
promotion of it.”
       Increasing interactivity is also essential.
      “There is still some misunderstanding,” Koppanen says. “Many  
organizations think that if you are doing webcasting, it is a real  
hybrid event. From my perspective, hybrid meetings are more than a  
webcast.”
      Jan Peter Bergkvist, a partner in SleepWell AB in Stockholm, says 
building excitement before and after virtual and hybrid meetings is 
critical, too. Organizers might invite attendees to get involved in an 
e-learning program or read related material, for instance. He says it is 
also important to follow up on social media platforms.
 “It’s hitting from all different angles,” he says.
      As technology improves, more meeting professionals feel comfort-
able holding virtual meetings, Bergkvist says.
 “The technique now is moving so fast—if you compare it with half 
a year ago—it’s even safer to do a Skype webinar, for example,” he says. 
“I see a lot of this. I think it’s definitely here. It’s paradigm shifting, in a 
way.”

YOUR WI-fI REAlITY
WIreless INTerNeT accessIbIlITy aT meeTING aND eveNT veNues 
Is ENDEMIC aND GROWING IN qUAlITY, buT maNy respONDeNTs 
perceIve IT as beING OVERpRICED.

US  UNRELIAbLE STANDARD   fAST  ULTRA-fAST

free —  3% 5% —
Nominal fee —  2% 5% 1%
fair Market Price 2%  13% 3% 1%
overpriced 16%  33% 14% 2%

SPEED 
 

EU  UNRELIAbLE STANDARD   fAST  ULTRA-fAST

free —  10% 9% 7%
Nominal fee —  6% 14% 1%
fair Market Price —  10% 7% —
overpriced 6%  23% 5% —

SPEED 
 

TimoThy neill
MPI Oregon Chapter
Sales manager at AV Rental Services

“we’ve 
all seen 
web con-
ferences 
so boring [They’re] 
painful To waTch. 
you have To have 
engaging conTenT 
and work on The 
promoTion oF iT.”
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